
DUNN E-Z MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER
DUNN E-Z is truly a multi-purpose cleaner. Thousands of multipur-
pose cleaners flood the markets, but DUNN E-Z stands out above
the rest. Rather than clean just a little of everything, this new
product completes the job common multi-purpose cleaners only
start, It's versatility is amazing. DUNN E-Z can be used with 1
ounce to the gallon for defogging glass or in varying strengths
for thousands of uses. So why buy fifty different products for fifty
different jobs when all you really need is DUNN E-Z.

For most any cleaning problem DUNN E-Z is the quickest and eas-
iest solution. Easy on hands and non-toxic In use, it can save
money and time. Here are just a few examples.

AUTO HOME BUSINESS
Whitewalls Pet Stains Stainless steel
Leather Walls Walls
Plastics Woodwork Machinery
Cloth Windows Typewriters
Chrome Floors Adding Machines
Motors Carpets Presses
Headliners Upholstery Floors
Doorpanels Leather Equipment
Convertible tops Plastics Cement
Rust Chrome Furniture
Road tar Porcelain Glass
Oxidation Fiberglass Degreasing
Carpeting Tile Door frames
De-fog glass Linoleum Paint on hands

Remove Mildew

you don't need any other cleaners

TO CLEAN CARS, BOATS, MOTORCYCLES, ETC.
1. Dissolve DUNN E-Z with water.
2. Apply with cloth or sponge, working soil loose.
3. Rinse thoroughly with garden hose.
4. Buff surface dry with clean cloth.

NOTE: autos, boats, etc., should not be cleaned In direct hot
sun, or when surface is hot.

TO STRIP LINOLEUM, TILE, WOOD FLOORS
1. Dilute DUNN E-Z 2-1 with water.
2. Sponge mop onto floor.
3. Let stand 3-4 minutes.
4. Strip thoroughly with abrasive buffer.

As you can see, DUNN E-Z can be used on any surface, Exper-
imentation call be useful. However, a few rules should be fol-
lowed.

1. Use DUNN E-Z full strength on extremely difficult jobs. A 71
mixture for tough problems, and 10 or 20 to 1 for general clean-
ing. Stoves, grills, and ovens need a 3-1 solution. Use 20-1 for
glass, walls, or any appliance or counter surface.

2. Always test for color fastness when using DUNN E-Z on car-
pets, upholstery, fabrics and spot cleaning. Keeping this in
mind, you should find DUNN E-Z very economical, quick and
easy to use, and maybe even fun!

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Professional use only

Manufactured & Distributed by:
DUNN E-Z CO.

5900 W. Kilgore Ave. • Muncie, IN 47304
PH 765/284-7133 • FAX 765/284-3186

For reorder call:



INSTRUCTIONS
DUNN E-Z can be used in various ways. In a solution it can be
applied with a spray bottle. There are times, too, when it can be
used full strength.

DE-FOGGING GLASS AND MIRRORS
1. Apply DUNN E-Z with a spray bottle or cloth.
2. Use clean, dry cloth to buff glass completely dry. (some uses 

are: windshields eye glasses, bathroom mirrors, scuba face 
masks, ski goggles, etc.)

DUNN E-Z may be used full strength for such tough problems as
surface rust road tar, hair spray build-up, glue, epoxy, paint on
hands. Apply DUNN E-Z to area to be cleaned and let stand up
to ten minutes. Wipe off with clean cloth.

DUNN E-Z can be used to clean carpeting; either an individual
stain or an entire room. THESE ARE A FEW OF THE STAINS THAT CAN
BE REMOVED:

GREASE PET STAINS GLUE SOME INKS
WINE GUM PAINT VOMIT
LIQUOR OIL GRAPE JUICE WATER STAINS
SODA COFFEE CANDLE WAX HAIR DYE

Note: the success with which a stain can be removed depends
on the length of time it has been in the carpet and whether or
not another chemical has been used previously on the stain.

TO REMOVE STAINS FROM CARPETING
1. Spray solution onto stain or all of carpet and let stand up to 

20 seconds.
2. Cover with towel, step on it with a twisting motion to soak 

up stain.
3. Rub dry with second towel; repeat if necessary until stain is 

removed.

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
VANS, MOBILE HOMES, CAMPERS, TENTS, SLEEPING BAGS, AND
OTHER RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT CAN BENEFIT FROM THE USE
OF "DUNN E-Z", for exterior cleaning problems, and interior clean-
ing of carpets, ovens, upholstery and mildew. Great for removing
stains from alcoholic beverages. Will remove tree stains, mildew
and dirt from portable awnings on mobile homes and trailers.

TO SHAMPOO WITH CARPET MACHINE
1. Vacuum before shampooing.
2. Use 10-1 mixture with water (7-1 if very soiled.)
3. Add solution to holding tank in machine.
4. Shampoo entire carpet.
5. Remove excess moisture from carpet with towels or 

vacuum if necessary.

TO CLEAN CARPET WITHOUT A MACHINE
1. Vacuum carpet.
2. Dilute DUNN E-Z 7-1 water for badly soiled carpet or 10-1 for 

other carpet cleaning.
3. Apply with soft bristle brush to loosen soil.
4. Wipe with clean towel.
5. Vacuum.

GENERAL CLEANING
DUNN E-Z may be used as a general all purpose cleaner. Use
DUNN E-Z with 10 to 20 parts water. Spray such surfaces as
counter tops, furniture paneling, walls, upholstery, appliances,
light fixtures, etc. Wipe dry with clean cloth or towel.

TO CLEAN VINYL TOPS
1. Dilute DUNN E-Z 7-1 with water.
2. Scrub top with brush and solution.
3. Rinse with clean water.

(Will remove mildew from tops in this way.)

TO CLEAN GLASS
1. Add 1 tablespoon of DUNN E-Z to 1 quart of water.
2. Spray glass with solution.
3. Buff dry with clean, dry cloth.

TO DE-GREASE CAR ENGINES/SHOP FLOORS
1. Dilute DUNN E-Z 1-5 with water.
2. Spray on engine/shop floor.
3. Let stand 5-15 minutes.
4. Rinse with pressure hose or garden hose.


